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ABSTRACT

In this paper the Group Technology problem of grouping parts in families and machines
in cells in order to convert a job shop production system to some pseudo �ow shops is
considered� Several heuristic methods for solving Group Technology problem have been
proposed in the literature� in general� not producing a �ow shop in each cell�unless
a great number of extra machines is added� We use known techniques for solving the
Shortest Common Supersequence and the Longest Common Subsequence problems to
develop a method that takes into account the sequence of machines that each part has to
visit� This new method allows us to obtain a �ow shop layout for the machine cells using
a limited number of machines in each cell�
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� Introduction

The concepts that inspired that theory of management named Group Technology� arose
with the necessity to simplify the routing of parts between the di�erent machines so
that transportation costs can be reduced ��� �� ��� ���� The most common approach
is �to rearrange machines layout into small groups and� if possible� convert a job shop
production system to some pseudo �ow shops ���� In what follows� a �ow shop is a
sequence of machines placed on a line where parts move in one direction only and are
allowed to skip machines they are not processed by� The aim is to obtain the bene�ts of
both types of con�guration� low setup time of the machines and low work in process from
the �ow shop� high �exibility from the job shop�

Basically� Group Technology problem consists in �nding 	i
 families of parts with
similar characteristics and 	ii
 groups of machines processing the parts in each family�
Machines groups are often referred to as cells and the term Cellular Manufacturing is
used in this regard�

If there is a large number of parts types to be produced� it will be necessary for
workpieces to share common processing equipment� For this reason� it is of advantage to
group parts into families� either according to their geometric resemblances or to similar
processing methods� In practice� it is desirable for parts to be processed entirely within a
single cell so that no material �ow between di�erent cells exists� This can be accomplished�
in general� only by duplicating machines in di�erent cells� Nonetheless� this procedure
does not guarantee that the resulting cells are organized like �ow shops�

Several heuristic methods for solving the problem of choosing part families and ma�
chine groups have been proposed in the literature until recently� Some of the best known
methods are based on general clustering techniques� block diagonalization of the machine�
part matrix� and partitioning of graphs 	e�g�� the Binary Ordering Algorithm� the Pro�
duction Flow Analysis ���� the Method of Similarity Coe�cients ���� ��� and the Graph
Partitioning Heuristic ���
� Obviously� it is not always possible to perfectly block diago�
nalize the matrix� therefore those methods have to allow cell�to�cell transfer or machines
duplication� In the cell decision phase� we would design the physical placement of the
machines on the shop �oor in order to reduce the material �ow among cells�if any� and�
in some cases� to give each cell a �ow shop layout� Note that none of the above algorithms
takes into account the sequence of machines that each part has to visit 	from now on�
part cycle�


The decision of organizing a facility with Group Technology involves several cost�bene�t
considerations depending on the process and the product� Since costs refer to required
machines� while bene�ts can derive from saving in work�in�process and machines set�up�
it is convenient to create �ow shops with a limited number of machines� If we do not con�
sider the part cycles while choosing part families� it is not possible to build a �ow shop
in each cell unless a great number of extra machines is added� To avoid this drawback we
propose a method for solving the problem� in order to obtain a low cost �ow shop layouts
for the cells�

��� Group Technology and part cycles

The e�ects of considering parts cycles in a group technology problem can be easily un�
derstood with the following simple example�
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Example ��� A set of dedicated machine�types M � fa� b� c� d� e� fg� each available in
an unlimited number of copies� and four parts P�� P�� P�� P� that have to be grouped into
two families� The part cycles are the following P� � abcd�P� � dcba� P� � abce� and
P� � cbaf �

Classical algorithms for Group Technology problem would group the parts in the following
families F� � fP�� P�g and F� � fP�� P�g� in order to use a small number of machines
in each cell� In the cell processing the parts in family F� we need at least four machines
	i�e�� abcd
 if we admit a job shop layout� Otherwise� if we want a �ow shop we are forced
to use a sequence of seven machines 	i�e�� abcdcba
� Analogously� family F� requires a cell
with �ve machines 	i�e�� fabcefg
 for a job shop and seven machines 	e�g�� the sequence
abcebaf
 for a �ow shop�

If we consider the part cycles we are able to obtain shorter �ow shops� Consider the
families F �

� � fP�� P�g and F �

� � fP�� P�g� In this case� both families require �ve machines
per cell to obtain �ow shops layouts� e�g� abcde and dcbaf for F �

� and F �

�� respectively�
In our example� given the part cycles of a family as sequences of machines� we built

the corresponding �ow shop as the shortest sequence containing all the machines in the
part cycles in the right order� Finding such a sequence is a well known combinatorial
optimization problem called the Shortest Common Supersequence 	from now on� SCS

problem�

Moreover� we chose part families F �

� and F �

� on the basis of the similarity of the
parts cycles� because it is likely that a family containing parts with similar part cycles
may require smaller �ow shops� A good indicator is the number of machines in the
longest sequence of machines that is common to all the part cycles 	provided that the
machines are considered in the right order�
 Finding such a sequence is equivalent to
another combinatorial problem named Longest Common Subsequence 	from now on� LCS

problem�

� The Group Technology with Flow Shop Cells prob�

lem

In our method� we use known algorithms for solving the SCS and the LCS problems� We
therefore need some preliminary notation�

��� The Shortest Common Supersequence and the Longest Com�

mon Subsequence problems

Given a sequence S � fm� � � �mkg over a set of machines M� a subsequence 	superse�
quence
 of S is any sequence that can be obtained by erasing from 	adding to
 S any
number of machines of M 	zero or more
� We indicate by S � S � that S � is a superse�
quence of S 	and S is a subsequence of S �
� The length of S� denoted by jSj� is k� i�e� the
number of machines in the sequence� A sequence S is a common supersequence 	common
subsequence
 of a set of sequences R � fS�� ���� Srg if Si � S 	Si � S
 for i � �� �� � � � � r�
We say S is a shortest common supersequence 	longest common subsequence
 of R if S
is a common supersequence 	subsequence
 of R with minimum 	maximum
 length and
we write S � SCS	R
 	S � LCS	R

� For example� let R � fabda� aba� bdag then
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SCS	R
 � abda is the shortest common supersequence and LCS	R
 � ba is the longest
common subsequence� Finding the SCS and the LCS of a set of sequences are strongy
related problems� in fact� for two sequences� it is easy to verify that the two problems are
equivalent�

In our methods� we make extensive use of the LCS problem when the number of
sequences is two� The latter problem has been investigated since the Sixties for its ap�
plications in the �eld of molecular genetics� Although SCS and LCS problems are both
NP�complete even for alphabets of size � ���� ���� some polynomial dynamic programming
based algorithms have been developed for the case in which the number of sequences of R
is �xed� In particular� Table � reports the computational complexities of some algorithms
designed for �nding the LCS of two sequences� Here� m and n denote the lengths of the
two sequences 	m � n
� p and q denote the length of the longest common subsequences
and the number of pair combinations of the occurences of a single letter in both sequences�

Time Memory Year Source

O�mn� O�mn� ���� Wagner et al�
O�mn� O�m� n� ���	 Hirschberg
O�np� O�mn� ���� Hirshberg
O�n� q� O��n� q� log n� ���� Hunt et al�
O�n�m� p�� O�mn� ��
� Nakatsu et al�
O�n�m� p�� O�m� n� ��
� Kumar et al�
O�pn� O�m� ���� Apostolico et al�

Table �� Algorithms for �nding the LCS of two sequences�

The dynamic programming algorithms known for the two sequences LCS and SCS
can be extended for computing the length of the longest common subsequence and the
shortest common supersequence of r sequences� in this case the complexity is O	nr
 	see�
for instance� ��� ��
�

��� Problem Statement

We are now in the position to give a formal statement of our Group Technology Prob�
lem� Without loss of generality we assume that part cycles are sequences with no two
equal consecutive elements 	in fact� we can assume that a part may be processed twice
consecutively on the same machine
�

Problem ��� 	Group Technology Problem 	GTP



Instance� Set of m dedicated machine�types M � fM�� � � � �Mmg� each available in an
unlimited number of copies� set of parts P � fP�� � � � � Png� each part Pi �i � �� � � � � n�
having part cycle Si � fMi�� � � � �Mik�i�g�

Question� Find 	i
 a partition � of P in families� � � fF�� � � � �Ftg� and 	ii
 the associ�
ated cells fC�� � � � � Ctg where Ci is a common supersequence of the cycles of parts of
the family Fi� �i�e�� each cell Ci is a �ow shop able to process all the parts of family
Fi� and the total number of machine used in all the cells is minimized�
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� Creating Families and Cells

In this section we describe an algorithm for grouping the parts into families and creating
a �ow shop in each cell� Each part cycle is considered as a sequence over an alphabet M
	the set of machine types
 of cardinality m� Let Si be the part cycle of part Pi�

De	nition ��� For each pair of parts Pi and Pj� their likeness index Iij is de�ned as
the number of machines that both Pi and Pj have to visit in the same order� i�e� the
cardinality of the longest common subsequence of the parts cycles Si and Sj�

The basic idea of our algorithm is to �nd t 	or more
 family of parts using techniques
developed for the LCS of two sequences 	see Table �
 and to determine each cell layout
by an SCS computation of r sequences� where r is the number of parts in a given cell� In
particular�

�� We choose part families using likeness indices� because it is likely that a family
containing parts with similar part cycles may require a smaller �ow shop�

�� Given the chosen groups �� we determine the �ow shop in cell Cj 	which corresponds
to family Fj
 as the shortest sequence of machines common to the cycles of parts
of family Fj� 	i�e� the SCS of the part cycles of the parts in each family
�

Computing the LCS over the machine sequences of any number of parts� allows one to
�nd which 	and how long
 is their common path in the job shop� while computing their
SCS allows one to determine which 	and how many
 are the machines we have to put in
sequential order for processing the parts� Parts with a high LCS value will be assigned to
the same family� Machines in the SCS computed over cycles of parts in the same family
will determine the �ow shop cell where the parts of that family will be processed� The
algorithm is sketched in Figure �� Here� t is the number of desired cells 	and therefore
families
 in the facility and SCS	Fk
 is the shortest common supersequence of the cycles
of parts in Fk�

Let us show how the algorithm works with the following simple example�

Example ��� Let us consider the following instance for the GT problem� Let jP j � �
and let S� � abcd� S� � baec� S� � abdc� S� � bace� S� � adcd� and S� � aece� The
likeness indices are� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � ��
I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� I�� � �� and I�� � �� In this case q � ��
and suppose we want to create two families� By applying algorithm GT	 to this instance�
we �rst choose parts P� and P� in family F� �step A�� then pick P� �step B� because
I�� � �� then pick P� and P� and create family F� �step C�� then pick P� �step B� because
I�� � �� Finally� we compute the SCS for both families and obtain� SCS	F�
 � abdcd

and SCS	F�
 � baece�

Several versions of Algorithm 	GT�
� have been derived depending on the way we imple�
mented Steps �	a
 and �	b
� Observe that� in Step �	a
� a threshold on the maximum
number of parts in a family and�or on the length of the corresponding �ow line could
be considered� Moreover� Steps �	a
 and �	b
 can be exchanged� i�e�� we can �rst create
several families� and then add parts to them�

In the course of computational experiences� this algorithm 	in its di�erent versions

has proved to be computationally e�cient but not very e�ective in the �rst phase 	creation
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Algorithm GT�

Input� Part cycles of the parts Pi �i  �� � � � � n�� likeness indices Iij  Iji for each pair of parts
fi� jg� number t of desired families�

Output� Part families fF� � � � �Ftg and �ow shop cells fC� � � � � Ctg�

�� Let T � �� set the value of the threshold q so that there is at least a pair Pi� Pj � P with
Iij � q� set the counter of families k � ��
�� During the execution of the algorithm we will update a set T � P representing the
parts already assigned to a family� until P  T ���

�� Create the �rst family F� � fPi � Pjg where Iij � q�

�� While T � P do the following�

�a� if there are Pi � P nT and Pj � T such that Iij � q� then add Pi to the family which
Pj belongs to� and update T � T � fPig�

�b� elseif there are Pi � P n T and Pj � P n T such that Iij � q and k � t� then increase
counter k � k � � and create a new family Fk�

�c� else decrease q�

�� Compute the cell Ck � SCS�Fk� for each family Fk �k  �� � � � � t��

Figure �� Basic algorithm
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of families
� That is not surprising� since it can happen that� although parts Pi � P n T
and Pj � Fk are such that Iij � q� Iih � q might hold for another part Ph � Fk� A simple
strategy to avoid this consists of adding a part Pi � P n T to a family Fk only if Iij � q

for all Pj � Fk�
Actually� another procedure has been designed� less e�cient from a computational

point of view but more e�ective 	see Figure �
� The basic di�erences with respect to
the previous algorithm consist in� 	i
 here t is a threshold on the minimum number of
families�cells� i�e�� we can actually have less than t families� 	ii
 the part families creation
phase requires to slightly modify the de�nition of likeness index�

De	nition ��� Given a part Pi and a family of parts Fk� their likeness index IiFk is
de�ned as jLCS	Si� SCS	Fk

j� i�e�� the number of machines in the longest common sub�
sequence of the cycle of part Pi and the shortest �ow line for family Fk obtained so far�

The same kind of modi�cations of Algorithm 	GT�
 can be applied to this revised version�
for example Steps � and � can be suitably combined in order to obtain a di�erent solution�

Algorithm 	GT�
 requires more computation time than 	GT�
� because at each step
it determines a LCS of two sequences� and a SCS of several sequences� Recall that for the
LCS among two sequences a lot of e�cient algorithms are available 	see Section ���
�

On the other hand� the SCS can be calculated with an optimal dynamic programming
algorithm that requires O	ln
� where l is the length of the longest part cycle� therefore�
in practice� if there is a great number of parts in a family� the dynamic programming
algorithm requires too much computation time�

On the other hand� several e�cient heuristics have been designed 	see for example
���
 which can be used to update the current SCS of the families during the execution of
the �rst steps of the algorithm� while for obtaining the �ow line� the optimal algorithm
is used�

��� Preliminary results

We compared our procedures with a benchmark heuristic obtained as follows� �rst� part
families are computed using known techniques 	e�g�� machine�part matrix block diagonal�
ization�
 Then� machines in each cell are duplicated until the cells turn out to be �ow
shops 	it is useful to compute it performing the SCS over the cycle of parts in the family
�

Code has been implemented in ANSI C on an IBM RISC ���� with �� Mb RAM� Pre�
liminary computational results� obtained running our algorithm on randomly generated
test instances� show that we are able to sensibly reduce the number of used machines�
with respect to the benchmark heuristic� in almost all the cases�

Best results are obtained by Algorithm 	GT�
 for small and medium size problems
	less than �� parts� �� machines
 in a limited amount of time 	less than ��� secs�
 The
algorithm cannot �nd a solution for larger instances within ���� secs� Average saving in
the number of machines used in all the cells is around ���� up to ����

Algorithm 	GT�
 still obtain results for larger problems 	up to ��� parts� �� machines

with an average saving in the number of machines around ����
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Algorithm GT�

Input� Part cycle for each part Pi �i  �� � � � � n�� likeness indices Iij  Iji for each pair of parts
fi� jg� minimum number t of desired families�

Output� Part families fF��F�� � � �g and �ow shop cells fC�� C�� � � �g�

�� Let T � �� set the value of the threshold q so that there is at least a pair Pi� Pj � P with
Iij � q� set the counter of families k � ��
�� During the execution of the algorithm we will update a set T � P representing the
parts already assigned to a family� until P  T ���

�� Create the �rst family F� � fPi � Pjg where Iij  q� increase counter k � k � ��

�� While k � t and T � P do the following�

�a� if there are Pi � P n T and a family Fk such that IiFk  jSij� then add Pi to the
family Fk� and update T � T � fPig�

�b� elseif there are Pi � P n T and Pj � P n T such that Iij � q and k � t� then create a
new family Fk� increase counter k � k � �� update T � T � fPig�

�c� else decrease q�

�� While T � P do

�a� Pick Pi � P n T such that IiFh is maximized for some family Fh� then� assign Pi to
Fh� update T � T � fPig�

	� Compute the cell Ck � SCS�Fk� for each family Fk �k  �� � � ���

Figure �� Revised algorithm
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� Conclusion

In this paper� we addressed a special group technology problem and proposed a method
that takes into account the sequence of machines that each part has to visit� Not consid�
ering part cycles in the family formation phase� as most well known heuristics do� often
leads to a choice of machines for each cell such that it is not possible to arrange them
according to a �ow shop layout� unless a great number of extra machines is added�

The proposed method is based on algorithms for computing the Longest Common
Subsequence and the Shortest Common Supersequence over parts cycles� Two or more
parts that share a high LCS value have to be assigned to the same family� Once a parts
family is created� then a SCS computation allows us to determine the �ow shop 	with the
minimum number of machines
 for the cell corresponding to that parts family�

Algorithms 	GT�
 and 	GT�
 �nd a solution determining t 	or more
 �ow shop cells
with no material �ow between them� but which can require more machines than traditional
heuristics for group technology problem� On the other hand� several advantages may
derive from organizing cells this way� These advantages are typically associated with the
�ow shop layout but also with the peculiar material �ow among the cells� e�g�� reduction
in the average level of work in process and in the number of tardy jobs 	if a penalty for
jobs lateness exists
� increased �exibility of human resources in the cell ���� elimination
of transfer of parts between cells�

We should� therefore� evaluate a number of indicators such as�

�� the number of parts of type i to be produced in a period�

�� the number of machines of type k required and the associated costs in a �xed period�

�� the costs associated to the material handling of each part between di�erent cells�

�� the costs associated to the work in process in the �xed period�

�� the lateness costs�

to decide the economic convenience to adopt the proposed policy instead of traditional
group technology arrangements�
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